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TOPICS COVERED

Current Events

1/11/2016 – “Pelham’s Favorite Son:
The Alabama Crimson Tide plays for its sixteenth National football Championship 
against undefeated Clemson tonight in Arizona.  But one Central Alabama town 
has more to cheer for than just the team from Tuscaloosa.  APR’s MacKenzie 
Bates traveled to Pelham, a town that’s divided on the outcome of tonight’s 
game…

1/20/16 – Tuberculosis in Marion
West Central Alabama is dealing with an outbreak of Tuberculosis.  APR’s 
MacKenzie Bates went to the city of Marion to find out what officials are doing to 
contain the respiratory disease…

1/21/2016 – “Sen. Sanders Talks Revolution in Birmingham.” The dust is settling 
from this week’s visit by Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders. The Democratic 
contender became the eleventh presidential hopeful to visit Alabama when his 
campaign rolled into Birmingham on Martin Luther King Day. “Well-attended” 
could easily be an understatement. The Sanders campaign says over 7,000 
people turned out for the rally, with well over a thousand braving sub-freezing 



temperatures to watch outside after the auditorium reached capacity. APR’s Alex 
AuBuchon attended the rally and takes this look back.

1/29/16 – Tuberculosis in Marion Followup
A few weeks ago, the small town of Marion in Alabama’s black belt came down 
with a tuberculosis epidemic.  Officials with State Department of Public Health 
are still seeing people to treat the respiratory disease.  APR’s MacKenzie Bates 
went back to the Perry County town to check on the progress…

Arts and Life

1/26/2016 – “Fairhope Educational Enrichment Foundation 2-Way” APR’s Alex 
AuBuchon talks with Fairhope Educational Enrichment Foundation Director Cori 
Yonge. The Fairhope Educational Enrichment Fund has worked for the past 20 
years to enhance public schools in Fairhope and Baldwin County with a variety of 
science and art education and facilities and was recently awarded a grant from 
the Les Paul Foundation to start a new guitar class focusing on the late musician 
and inventor.

2/11/2016 – “Alabama Blues Project Celebrates 20 Years.” Say “the blues,” and 
Mississippi might come to mind. But Alabama has just as much heritage when it 
comes to this musical form, and for the past 20 years, the Tuscaloosa-based 
Alabama Blues Project has been working to preserve that heritage for future 
generations. APR’s Alex AuBuchon reports some of the musicians are only as 
big as their guitars.

2/20/2016 – Jesse Owens “Race”
The movie “Race” debuts in theaters today across the United States.  The biopic 
depicts legendary Track and Field athlete Jesse Owens and his journey to 
winning four gold medals in the 1936 Olympic Games in Nazi Germany.  APR’s 
MacKenzie Bates traveled to Owens’s hometown in Northern Alabama, where a 
park and museum keeps his memory alive…

2/28/2016—“Harper Lee Candlelight Vigil.” Fans of writer Harper Lee came from 
as far as Maryland to Monroeville over the weekend for a candlelight vigil for the 
author who died just over a week ago. APR’s Pat Duggins was there to put 
together this audio postcard with remembrances of To Kill A Mockingbird.
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